
Santa Monica, CA 
January 19, 2019 
 
 
To Whom It May Concern: 
 

My name is David Alexander Contreras I am running for the NV/CA Region Southwest              

District VP. I believe that the leadership style the best reflects me is democratic. As a leader, I                  

think it is important to listen and to take into consideration all of the few points that all of our                    

respective chapter members and officers. I strongly believe that everyone has a voice and that               

voice definitely needs to be heard and deserves to be heard in order to create a more unified and                   

family-oriented region. 

 

In my time service ECO PTK at Santa Monica College would assist me in performing the                

duties and responsibilities assigned to me as the Vice President of the Southwest District so               

during my time at Santa Monica College thus far I’ve honed critical time management skills and                

I’ve learned what it takes to lead a team to connect and to work with diverse groups of people in                    

very high-stress situations in order to achieve short and long term collective goals. Also, I served                

as a Historian in my local chapter and working with different types of other projects and people                 

with different backgrounds has truly helped me regard.  

 

My goal for the NV/CA region is to establish unity among chapters when a chapter is                

uplifted to a higher star status it promotes unity within each chapter that will translate to a                 

holistically butter and more motivated region overall. In order to accomplish this goal, I would               

work closely with the chapters in my district to ensure that they’re achieving their fullest               



potential through that and such as achieving them encouraging them to complete the five-star              

competitive edge program. In order to hone in on their soft skills and also I would encourage our                  

chapters to unite their service efforts by targeting the same social problem in society across the                

region, so although each chapter may work with a different service oriented organization. If all               

our chapters are united and targeting the same specific social problem we can have more of a                 

significant impact than if each trapped our targets different causes individually. 

 

I want to be an officer for the NV/CA region because above all else I truly want to make                   

an impact on those around me. Phi Theta Kappa stands for the building of great leaders and                 

being the best individual scholar and leader you possibly can be, so being an original officer                

would allow me that chance to serve my region and my surrounding communities on a personal                

level and so ultimately by doing this, I will make a significant impact. Our southwest region is a                  

family and if we all work together to imagine the problems we can solve and the tasks we can                   

accomplish collectively. I am eager to devote my time to be an exceptional member of the                

NV/CA regional officer team and if you grant me this opportunity to serve and to lead. My                 

commitment to Phi Theta Kappa Nevada and California will be unwavering. 

 
Sincerely,  
 
David Alexander Contreras 
Student of Santa Monica College Student 
Member, Phi Theta Kappa 
(424) 321-5792 
david.contreras.ptk@gmail.com 
 


